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Abstrart. The maximum genus of a connected graph (: is the maximum among the genera of 
a!1 cornpact olientable 2-manifolds upon which G has 2-&l embeddings. In the theorems that 
fc-llow the use of an edg;:-adding techniq se is combined with ihe well-known Edmonds’ tech- 
nique to prfiruce the desired results. Planar graphs of arbitrarily large maximum genus are dis- 
rlayed in Theorem 1. Theorem 2 shows that the possibililty for arbitrarily large difference be- 
tlMeon genus and maximu>n genus is not limited to planar graphs. In particular, we show that the 
l):QeeY grqph, the standard maximal planar graph, and the prism graph are upper embeddable. We 
then show that given ~VZ akld n, there is a graph of genus n and maximum genus larger ihnn mn. 
The mzC~u,vl gentls 7M (G) of a connected graph G is the maximum 
among the genera of all compact orientable 2-manifolds upon which G 
has Z&cell embeddings. In [4], the authors characterized those graphs 
which h:ave maximum genus equal to ordinary genus. Another question 
conceniing the relationship between y and ~7~ is the following: Does the 
grnus of a graph somehow bound i;s maximum genus? In this paper we 
first. disylav certain planar graphs of arbitrarily large maximum genus . 
and then show that the possibility for arbitrarily large difference between 
gemAs and maximum genus is not limited toi planar grdphs. 
When an edge e or a vertex Y of an embedded graph is on the boun- 
dary of a face di, we say that e (c)r Y) is in the face F. The Betti number, 
/3(c), of a connected graph G is given by p(G) =2 E -- V + 1, where E and 
v are the number of edges and vertices of G, respectively. For a real 
number X, [x] is the greatest integer smaller than or equal to x. For two 
vertices a and b, (a, E) will denote the directed edge from u to b, 
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, b) will denote the non-directed edge. Nordhaus, Stewart and 
ive the following upper bound theorem 
er b~u~ld for the nu3ximu.m genus of an arbitrary 
given by rM (G) 5 [#p(G)] . Equality holds if and 
the embedding has one or two faces, according as /3(G) is even 
aph is upper embeddable if vM IG) == [#p(G)]. 
;fs which follow employ the following edge-rdding 
OWI~!. Let G be a connected graph and let _ as p 4 j denote nofJ&!xent 
ices CI~’ G. Let T be a 2-cell embedding of b & ich has vertex i in face 
and tvrtcx ; in fuce F, , Let G’ be the graph 29 with the e&e [i, _i] added. 
then G’ has a 2-cell embedding with one kss face than 7’. 
then G’ has a 2-cell emb:?dding T’ with one more face 
ihan T. Fur~hcrmore. the directed edges fi, j) and 0’. i) uppear in da?ferent 
pxx?.cs of 7’. 
Let elm be a cycle with m vertices, P,m :a path with WI vertices and Km 
csiTip5etc graph on rpl vertices. Then tile whee! graph W,, the stan- 
dard maximal planar graph M, , and the prism graph R,, are given by the 
equations (where + is the join and X is the Cartesian product as defined 
ill 131 1: 
ctti numbers of these graphs are fl(W,) = M -- 1, @(M,,) = 2n - 5, 1 
H,,)=n+l. 
a‘hld R,, are upper embeddable graphs for each n 
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Fig. 1. 
Proof. We label the graphs as shown in Fig. 1. It is useful to first recall 
that K4 has a 2-cell embedding with two faces on the torus, and for 
which each vertex is in both of the faces [ 51 l 
Case 1: the graph M,, n 2 4. M, is K4 and is thus upper embeddable. 
For all ~12 5, if one uses the following vertex permutations in an Ed- 
monds’ scheme ([ 21, see also [ 7]), he obtains an embedding with two 
faces for M, : 
P, : (2 3 4 . . . az) , I 
P,: (1 3 4 ,.. n), 
P, : (4 1 2) $ 
Pn: ((n- 1) 12)) 
pj~ (o’- l)o’+ 1) 1 2); i=4, ..*) y1- 1. 
Cuse 2: the graph IV,, JZ 2 4. IV, is again K4. Thus the center of W, 
is in both faces of its two-face embedding. We assume thie induction 
hypothesis that W, is tipper embeddable and that, if n is even, the 
center “1” of W, is in both faces of the two-face embedding. 
In the maximal embedding for W,, subdivide the edge 1 n, 21 with 
the vertex y1,+ 1. Let F be a face which contains this new vertex. If 
@( Wn) is odd, there is a face F’ containing “1” so that FP + F. Hence 
the edge [ 1, n + 11 may be added so that the resultant graph Wn+l has 
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an embedding with one face and is thus upper embeddable. If I$( Wn) Is 
ev+ the addition of edge [ 1, n f 1 I yields a two&.ce cmbeddmg for 
W n+t which has the vertex “1” in both faces. Again Wn+l is upper em- 
beddable. By induction, the wheel graph is upper embeddable. 
Gzse 3: the graph R,,, n 2: 3. The following vertex permutz,tions 
give an embedding of ip, with one face: 
P, : (2 1’ 3)) 
p2: (1 2’ 3) 9 
P,: (23’ l), 
Y*I: (2’ 1 3’) 9 
P,L (I’ 2 3’) > 
P, (3 2’ 1’) . 
We proceed inductively, assuming that R,, is upper embeddable. 
If k + 1 is even, R,, Las a 2-cell embedding with one face. For this 
maximal embedding, use the new vertices k + 1 and (k + 1)’ to subdi- 
vide the edges [k - 1, k] and [(k - 1)‘, k’] , respectively. The resultant 
graph has a one-face mbedding. Thus we may add the fudge [k + 1, 
(k + I)‘1 in such a way that the new graph R,k+2 has a :&cell embedciing 
with two faces, and is thus upper embeddabie. 
If k -t- I is odd, R,, has a 2-cell embedding with two faces. Since the 
Betti number of R 2k+:! is even, we need its maximal embedding to have 
one face. Bef;>re inserting the vertices k -t 1 and (k + 1 )‘, we establish 
the following claim. 
C&Aim. In the maximal embedding for R,,, there is a vertm “Y’such 
that !hc dirt-cted edges (b, b + 1) arid (b + ? , b) are in dijfeyent faces. 
Proof of’ claim. Suppose the opposite. Since the cycle 1, 2,3, . . . . I:, 1 
cannot be the boundary of a face in this embedding, there is a vertex z 
such tIrat (z, z + 1) and (;5 - I, z) are in different faces F and b’, respec- 
tively. By assumption! (z + 1, z) is in F and (z, z - 1) is in 67’. Because 
4z -- 1, z) and (z, z + I) arl; in different faces, and since z only has degree 
three, the vertex permutation Pz must give P,(z - 1) = z’. Likewise, h 
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P,(z+l)=z’since(z+l,z)and(z,z-- I) are in different faces. Since 
Pz is a one-one function, this is a contradiction. 
In the maximal erAbedding of R,, , use the vertices (k + 1) and (k + 1)’ 
to subdivide the edges [b, b + 1 I and [b’, (b + I)‘], respectively. Thus, by 
the claim, (k + 1) is in both faces of the two-face embeddings of this gew 
graph. Hence we may add the edge [k + 1, (k + l)‘] so that the resultant 
graph has a one-face mbedding. A relabeling of this graph g;ves Rzk+* 
as previously labeled. By induction, R,, is upper embeddable. 
In [ 51, the authors show that the maximum genus of a graph-L IS qt 
least as large as the sum of the maximum genera of its blocks. The proof 
used in that paper implies the following result. 
Lemma. Let G and H be disjoint connezfed graphs and let C’ be the 
grapiz jkmed by identifying one vertex of G with one vertex of H. Then 
Theorem 2. Let G be IZ connected graph of genus n and let m be any 
positive integer. Thu.,? there is a connected graph G’, containing G as a 
subgraph, such that ~((3’) = n, and TM (G’ I> mn. 
hoof. If TM (G) > mn, we are finished. Assnme yhp (G) r(_ mn and let 
k = mn - TM (G). By Theorem 1, there is an integkr j such that 
‘yM (H;) > k. Let G’ be th e graph formed by identifying any vt’rtex of 
G with any non-center vertex of I$. Thien y( G’) = IZ, since Wi is planar 
and may thus be placed in a 2-cell face of the genus embedding for G. 
Using the lemma, we have 
yM (G’) 2 TM(G) + yM(Wi) > IIZIE . 
Corollary. Given arbitrary positive integers m and 11, rhare is u comwtcd 
graph of genus n and maximum genus larger than ~1. 
roof. In [ 11, thz authors have shown tf at the genus of a graph is the 
sum of the genera of its blocks. Hence n copies of any toroidal graph 
may be combined to produce a graph of genus M. The corollary now 
follows from Theorem 2. 
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